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SMALL BUSINESS
DATA POINTS TO
BE AWARE OF

On average, it takes 90 seconds for
someone to respond to a text and 90
minutes to respond to an email.

Average 90 Second
Response Rate

Research shows that SMS open rates are as
high as 98%, compared to just 20% of all
emails. 

98% Open Rates In
SMS Text Campaigns

On average, an inbound sale takes
between 7-12 touches before the
customer makes a decision.

7-8 Touches
Average Before Sale
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WHAT ARE YOUR
LEAD CHANNELS?

Customers no longer base their loyalty on
price or product. Instead, they stay loyal
with companies due to the experience
they receive. If you cannot keep up with
their increasing demands, your customers
will leave you. How do you stay top of
mind?

Cross-channel shopping & traffic via a
wide range of platforms has made it
difficult for small businesses to maintain
consistency. Marketing strategies and
technologies need to change in order to
provide a consistent experience across all
platforms. How do you manage
communications effectively?

Customer experience has fast become a
top priority for businesses and 2021 will
be no different. But, why are so many
companies focusing on the customer
experience and what happens to
companies that choose to ignore it?

BY ORGANIZING YOUR LEAD CHANNELS, YOU'RE BETTER
POSITIONED TO MARKET, SELL, AND CONVERT THEM IN

THE WAY THEY WANT TO BE CONVERTED.
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IMPORTANCE OF A
DATABASE

When the pandemic hit, many
businesses cut back drastically on their
paid advertising. However, with that
dependency on their sales efforts, it also
shrank their lead low to a little drip. The
most resilient businesses during this time
depending greatly on their databases. By
reactivating a large list, they could focus
on upselling and managing their existing
client base. There was no marketing
middlemen like Facebook or Google. It
was direct relationship-style personal
marketing that worked the best. As
things started to reopen, these businesses
were better positioned to take back
market share due to the existing pipeline
they had been sitting on. 

FORMING A DATABASE WILL GIVE YOU THE
FOUNDATION TO BEAR ANY MARKETING

WHIPLASHES OF THE WORLD

Collect as much customer
information as you can, and make
sure your CRM allows you to add

custom field like birthdays and
other remarketable data.
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RELATIONSHIP STYLE
MARKETING

Relationship marketing is defined as a marketing technique that focuses on building a
human connection between a brand and its customers, encouraging customer retention,
loyalty and satisfaction. 

Traditional marketing is about what your customers can do for you and how much
revenue you can squeeze out of them. As the world becomes more technological,
consumers are more informed, educated and empowered. Customers today crave a break
from all their tech and seek brands and businesses that speak their language and show that
they truly care.

Effective relationship marketing plays a big role in increasing your customer lifetime
value (LTV). By having a CRM that takes this strategy into account, you'll be able to setup
marketing campaigns that are truly targeted to specific segments of your database and
lead channels.

DEVELOPING YOUR MARKETING & SALES
STRATEGIES ON A PERSONAL LEVEL MAKES

CONVERSION FRICTION-LESS
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HOW LEADDRAGON CAN HELP
YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH

Workflows
Easy automations you can plug in play to

cover your organic & paid channel

communications and followup.

Lead Inquiries

Gets sent to LeadDragon

Text sent to Lead

Follow Up Text 2

Hours Later

Email sent to Lead

Voicemail Drop

✓ Automations are stopped on response

✓ Automations are triggered by "Actions"

such as message from reply channel, lead

form submitted, tagged a certain way, etc.

✓ Multiple automations you can setup to

work in the background.
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HOW LEADDRAGON CAN HELP
YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH

Lead sources you can natively integrate

& connect with Zapier

Upload Your 

Database

Your Website

Contact 

Forms


